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Story

A bike race in a class of its own

Arvid trains every spare minute he has, because there's a big race coming up. Famous riders are coming to

the bike park for the event. But Arvid's parents don't want him to take part. Will he make it anyway?

Give your child the proven concept for learning to read

With top biker Erik Fedko, successful mountain bike slopestyle rider

Top topic: mountain biking, slopestyle, downhill

fantastically illustrated
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New concept adapted to the needs of 3rd grade readers

Children have been learning to read successfully with Reading Lions for over 45 years

Over 27 million copies sold - No. 1 in Germany, Austria and Switzerland

Exciting stories for experienced beginning readers, indispensable for learning to read with fun

Co-developed and recommended by teachers, tested by primary school pupils

Simple, short sentences in large primer font optimally support the reading learning process

Precisely tailored to the interests and reading skills of primary school pupils

With a question and exercise section to promote text comprehension

Includes exciting "Did you know" facts

Christian Tielmann

Christian Tielmann was born in Wuppertal in 1971. He studied philosophy and German literature in Freiburg

and Hamburg. He has been writing very successful books for children and young people since 1999, for

various publishing companies. Nowadays, he lives in Cologne, and was inspired to write his R.O.M. series

by walking through the Roman-Germanic Museum there.
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More titles in this series

Reading Lions (Year 3)

– How to Tame a Dragon?

Reading Lions (Year 3) -

Amazon Detectives: Danger in

the Rainforest

Reading Lions (Year 3) - On

the Trail of the Car Burglar

Reading Lions (Year 3) - The

Ninjas and the Immortal

Emperor
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